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Et seq bluebook rule

Spring navigation Cornell University Law SchoolSearch Cornell Can't We Do Better Than a Seq.? Here's Black's Law Dictionary definition:et seq. (a sec) abbr [Latin et sequens and the following, a sequentes (masc.) and the following ones, or a sequentia (castrers) and the following] (18c) And those (pages or sections) that follow &lt;11 usca= §§= 101= et= seq.=&gt;. And here is
an example from EDGAR:... including, but not limited to, requirements under (1) Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. §621 et seq., Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e et seq., Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq., Family and Medical Leave Act, 29 U.S.C. § 2601 et seq., Worker Adjustment and Retraining
Notification Act (WARN), 29 U.S.C. § 2101 et seq., Massachusetts Fair Employment Practices Act, M.G.L. c.151B, 21B, § 1 etq se. (or equivalent in the State of New York), Massachusetts Civil Rights Act, M.G.L. c.12, § § 11H and 11I, Massachusetts Equal Rights Act, M.G.L. c.93, § 102 and M.G.L. c.214, § 1C, Massachusetts and Labor Industries Act, M.G.L. c.149, § 1 et seq. ,
and the Massachusetts Privacy Act, M.G.L. c.214, § 1B (or equivalent in the State of New York), Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1681 et seq. and Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), 29 U.S.C. § 1001 et seq., all changed as (Requirements). Even if you want to be really classy, you'd put it in italics, just like some contracts for EDGAR do. (I'm funny.) I
have three problems with a seq. First, the discerning Latin stuff is going on. Secondly, to say and the things that follow seem unhelpful. And third, it clogs up works. So I posted a cry for help on Twitter, and received the following response from @PaoloPasicolan:@KonciseD, I use the specific sections, subtitle or title. For example, Title IV of ERISA.— Paolo Pasicolan
(@PaoloPasicolan) March 17, 2017 Sounds good to me. But if you're not referring to part of a statute, how about just saying, for example, the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act, without saying where it's codified? It's not as if there are two WARN Acts. (Whether you refer to the Statute as applicable at the time of signing or at any given time is another question.) I
would be happy to hear from anyone knowledgeable about legislation. Updated 9:45 AM EDT March 18, 2017: For what it's worth, Bluebook Rule 3.3 (b) says: When quoting multiple sections, use two section symbols (§§). Give inclusive numbers; Don't use 'et seq.'Updated at 9:30 AM EDT 30 March 2017:I wanted to hear from someone who, unlike me, actually knows something
about statutes, so I contacted Tobias A. Dorsey, author of Legislative Drafter's Deskbook: A Practical Guide. Here's what he had to say: I'm not at all a fan of cumbersome information and Bluebook-type bureaucratic rules devised by law students. I like your idea of just using the name of the law unless en mere præcis &lt;/11&gt; &lt;/11&gt; is really useful in the circumstances. It's
all about being reader-friendly, at least from a legislative editorial perspective. My thanks to Toby for chiming in. As far as I'm concerned, who settles it: no only a seq. belong on scrapheap, you should not quote bylaw section numbers unless you have a good reason to do so. Good news from Perma.cc mailing list! Edition of The Bluebook is now available and contains a new rule:
18.2.1(d), which states: Archiving of Internet sources is promoted, but only when a reliable archiving tool is available. For quotes to Internet sources, add the archive URL to the full reference in parentheses - the rule includes the following example: Letter from Rose M. Oswald Poels, President/CEO, Wis. Bankers Ass'n, to Elizabeth M. Murphy, Sec'y, SEC (September 17, 2013), [ .
Perma.cc is also the example used to demonstrate the archived sources rule in rule 18.1 Basic Citation Forms for Internet Sources table on page 178: Rocio Gonzalez, Puerto Rico's Status Debate continues as Island Marks 61 Years as Commonwealth, Huffington Post (July 25, 2013, 9:00 pm), [ . Our deepest thanks to the editors of The Bluebook for recognizing Perma.cc as a
reliable tool to preserve Internet sources, and thank you all, our partners, for your continued support! Also available in: Dictionary, Idioms, Wikipedia.Related to et seq.: et al An abbreviation for Latin et sequentes or a sequentia that means and the following. The phrase et seq. use in references to specific pages or sections of cases, articles, regulations or articles of association to
indicate that the requested information is continued on the pages or sections after a designated page or section, such as p. 238 et seq. or section 43 et seq. The abbreviation et seq. is sometimes used to provide a reference to more than one following page or section. Cross-references Court Opinion.West's Encyclopedia of American Law, Edition 2. Copyright 2008 The Gale
Group, Inc. (a search) n. abbreviation for the Latin phrase a sequentes means and the following. It is commonly used by lawyers to include numbered lists, pages or sections after the first number is specified, as in the traffic rules found in Vehicle Code § 1204, et seq. Copyright © 1981-2005 by Gerald N. Hill and Kathleen T. Hill. Okay booked. abbreviation for a sequentes ('and the
following'). Collins Dictionary of Law © WJ Stewart, 2006 Would you thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster's page for free fun content. Link to this page: (iii) An itemized deduction for state and local general sales tax is required instead of itemized deductions for state and local income taxes [section] [section] a seq.). 4321
et seq.) (2) The Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C.This subsection does not limit any existing litigation or right to bring proceedings, including any action under the Administrative Procedure Act or the All Writs Act [5 USCS [subdivision] 551 et seq. or 28 USCS [section] 1651]. The illicit use of drugs includes the use, possession or distribution of drugs as defined in the Controlled
Substances Act (21 USCA (ss) 801 et seq.), but does not include the use of a medicinal product under the supervision of a physician or approved by the Controlled Substances Act; see 42 USCA 12114(6)(A). Spring navigation Cornell University Law SchoolSearch Cornell Cornell
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